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during this futuristic mystery set in England, the rustic is basically a bleak desert as a result of
35 years of perpetual rain, which has divided society into 3 groups—Domers, who stay in Domed
cities; Drys who do not yet have shelter; and Wets, who stay in shanties. The teams are united
in simple terms via their worry of an drawing close alien invasion. in contrast oppressive
background, reluctant hero Inspector O'Neil takes a serious battering as he attempts to bare the
darkish reasons surrounding what seems to be a brutal ritual homicide of a Dry who Dark Rain
has had his center reduce out. O'Neil, too clever and cynical for the style of the experts who're it
appears engaged Dark Rain in a big cover-up, is quickly faraway from the case and fast fired
earlier than justice is done. worried yet determined, he will get aid from an unforeseen quarter,
and is privately commissioned to unravel the case. he's confronted via competitors of utmost
strength with an unremittingly evil agenda. within the face of a Dark Rain very likely bleak
future, this tale offers hope and reassurance that the upkeep of ethical and social values in the
course of chaos might opposite the decline.
this can be this sort of style I enjoy; the futuristic, dystopia setting. And when Corderoy evidently
attempted very challenging to create a bleakly gray (no pun intended) setting, his negative
narration talents fall wanting what might have been an differently very relaxing read.Cue lots of
grammar fails i discovered myself correcting in my imagination virtually continually, typing
errors, spelling error and plot holes. (In one scene, Don used to be below the influence O'Neal's
identify used to be Smith, and but Don refers to him as O'Neal in a heated speech.) Scenes and
settings weren't effectively defined (it took me your time to understand this was once set in
England), the characters all spoke within the comparable means and there has been almost NO
description of what they regarded or sounded like. all of them appeared samey and onedimensional, and so they had no personality development. examining an analogous words
reminiscent of O'Neal announcing "I'm lovely like that" turned repetitive, yet that is not Dark Rain
anything compared to the dire discussion the most personality spoke. Plus, just about all of the
characters have been male, with the exception of Elizabeth Keyhoe and for Rebecca. This i've
got an issue with. Betty was once pretty well defined as a (rich) damsel in misery without
backbone, and Rebecca used to be a waste of space.Despite those many flaws that nearly
made me hand over interpreting on many occasions, i wished to understand how the e-book
finished.All in all, now not the simplest ebook i have read. i will be doing my bit and giving it
again to the charity store i purchased it from.
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